Critical Fire Weather Danger Today

Red Flag Warnings in Effect Saturday Afternoon & Evening 6/19/21

Warning Details

- Red Flag Warning from Noon through 8pm MDT Saturday 6/19/21.

- Afternoon RH values drop to below 15%, with frequent wind gusts of 30 to 40 mph.

- Johnson and Natrona counties, as well as the Absarokas and the east slopes of the Wind River Mountains.

Forecast Confidence

- There is high confidence RHs dropping below critical thresholds. Winds should gust above criteria for several hours during the afternoon, but will not be extreme.
Critical Fire Weather Danger Today

RH Details

➔ Relative humidities drop to low, sub 15% levels this afternoon.

➔ Temperatures will be about 15 degrees above normal.

➔ Humidities begin to recover around 800 PM MDT, shortly before sunset.

Minimum Afternoon RH, Saturday Afternoon 6/19/21
Critical Fire Weather Danger Today

Wind Details

➔ Winds increase between 11 AM and 1 PM MDT as deep mixing begins.

➔ Sustained winds will be in the 15 to 25 mph range, with frequent gusts of 30 to 40 mph through sunset.

➔ Winds shift to more northerly this evening as a weak cold front moves through.

Sustained Winds, Saturday Afternoon 6/19/21
Overview

- Scattered rain showers and isolated thunderstorms across northern Wyoming could bring rain to a few locations.

- Most of the region remains dry, as widespread rain relief is not expected.

- The next chances for scattered terrain-based showers/tstorms is Wednesday.